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PROTORI AND TORSION-FREE ABELIAN GROUPS
WAYNE LEWIS
ABSTRACT. The Resolution Theorem for Compact Abelian Groups is applied to show
that the profinite subgroups of a finite-dimensional compact connected abelian group (pro-
torus) which induce tori quotients comprise a lattice under intersection (meet) and + (join),
facilitating a proof of the existence of a universal resolution. A finite rank torsion-free
abelian group X is algebraically isomorphic to a canonical dense subgroup XG of its Pon-
tryagin dual G. A morphism between protori lifts to a product morphism between the
universal covers, so morphisms in the category can be studied as pairs of maps: homo-
morphisms between finitely generated profinite abelian groups and linear maps between
finite-dimensional real vector spaces. A concept of non-Archimedean dimension is intro-
duced which acts as a useful invariant for classifying protori.
1. INTRODUCTION
Finite rank torsion-free abelian groups, isomorphic to additive subgroups ofQn, 0ď n PZ,
have been an active area of research for more than a century. This paper is the first, as far
as we are aware, to intrinsically approach the study from within the dual category of finite-
dimensional protori. The nature of compact abelian groups manifests an approach which
would not emerge simply by dualizing results from the discrete torsion-free category.
The results are organized into four sections: Background (Section 2), Profinite Theory
(Section 3), Structure of Protori (Section 4), and Morphisms of Protori (Section 5).
Section 4 establishes the structural properties unique to protori in the category of compact
abelian groups. The Resolution Theorem for Compact Abelian Groups [4, Theorem 8.20]
provides a starting point for our investigation. In Lemma 4.2 a profinite subgroup of a
torus-free protorusG inducing a torus quotient is shown to intersect the path component of
the identity to form a dense free abelian subgroup of the profinite subgroup. An isogeny
class for a finitely generated profinite abelian group has a representative that is a profinite
algebra. Proposition 4.4 shows the collection of profinite subgroups of a torus-free pro-
torus inducing tori quotients comprise a countable lattice. Proposition 4.8 establishes the
existence of a protorus with a presecribed profinite subgroup inducing a torus quotient.
Theorem 4.11 establishes a structure theorem for protori in terms of the subgroup r∆G,
generated by the profinite subgroups, and expLpGq, the path component of the identity.
Section 5 presents an analysis of morphisms between protori. Lemma 5.5 gives that r∆G,
expLpGq, and their countable intersection, are fully invariant subgroups under continuous
endomorphisms. Proposition 5.6 gives that a morphism of protoriGÑH lifts to a product
morphism ∆G ˆLpGq Ñ ∆H ˆLpHq. Theorem 5.7 completes the paper, giving that a
morphism of protori GÑ H lifts to a morphism r∆Gˆ expGLpGq Ñ r∆H ˆ expH LpHq.
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2. BACKGROUND
A protorus is a compact connected abelian group. The name protorus derives from the
formulation of its definition as an inverse limit of finite-dimensional tori [4, Corollary
8.18, Proposition 1.33], analogous to a profinite group as an inverse limit of finite groups.
A morphism between topological groups is a continuous homomorphism. A topological
isomorphism is an open bijective morphism between topological groups, which we denote
by –t. Set T“
def
R{Z with the quotient topology induced from the Euclidean topology
on R (note that Z is discrete in the subspace topology). A torus is a topological group
topologically isomorphic to Tn for some positive integer n. A protorus is torus-free if it
contains no subgroups topologically isomorphic to a torus.
Pontryagin duality defines a one-to-one correspondence between locally compact abelian
groups given by G_“ Hom
continuous
pG,Tq under the topology of compact convergence, satisfying
G__–t G, and restricts to an equivalence between the categories of discrete abelian groups
and compact abelian groups [4, Theorem 7.63] wherein compact abelian groups are con-
nected if and only if they are divisible [4, Proposition 7.5(i)], [3, (24.3)], [3, (23.17)], [3,
(24.25)]. Some locally compact abelian groups, such as finite cyclic groups Zpnq, the real
numbers R, the p-adic numbers pQp, and the adeles A are fixed points of the contravariant
Pontryagin duality functor Hom
continuous
p_ ,Tq.
All groups in this paper are abelian and all topological groups are Hausdorff. All torsion-
free abelian groups have finite rank and all protori are finite-dimensional. All finite-
dimensional real topological vector spaces are topologically isomorphic to a real Euclidean
vector space of the same dimension [4, Proposition 7.24.(iii)]. All rings are commutative
with 1. Finitely generated in the context of profinite groups will always mean topologically
finitely generated.
Note: Some authors use the term solenoid to describe finite-dimensional protori; for us,
a solenoid is a 1-dimensional protorus. Some authors use the term solenoidal group to
describe a finite-dimensional protorus. Also, some authors prefer the spelling pro-torus to
prevent readers from interpreting protorus as having the Greek root proto-. After much
reflection, we decided to use protorus both for the spelling and to connote compact con-
nected abelian group. While a protorus does not have to be finite-dimensional, all protori
herein are finite-dimensional. These usage decisions were motivated by the strong parallel
between protori and profinite abelian groups and the frequency of the term solenoid in the
literature as it applies to 1-dimensional compact connected abelian groups.
For a compact abelian group G, the Lie algebra LpGq “def Hom
continuous
pR,Gq, consisting of the set
of continuous homomorphisms under the topology of compact convergence, is a real topo-
logical vector space [4, Proposition 7.36]. The exponential function of G, exp: LpGqÑG
given by expprq “ rp1q, is a morphism of topological groups, and exp is injective whenG is
torus-free [4, Corollary 8.47]. Let G0 denote the connected component of the identity and
let Ga denote the path component of the identity in G; then Ga “ expLpGq by [4, Theorem
8.30].
The dimension of a compact abelian group G is dimG“
def
dimRLpGq. When G is a finite-
dimensional compact abelian groupLpGq –t R
dimG as topological vector spaces [4, Propo-
sition 7.24]. For a compact abelian group of positive dimension, dimG “ dimpQbG_q
[4, Theorem 8.22]. A sequence of compact abelian groups G1
φ
֌ G2
ψ
։ G3 is exact if
φ and ψ are, respectively, injective and surjective morphisms of topological groups and
Kerψ “ Imφ ; note that automatically φ is open onto its image and ψ is open [3, Theorem
5.29]. For a morphism ρ : GÑ H of locally compact abelian groups, the adjoint of ρ is
the morphism ρ_ : H_ Ñ G_ given by ρ_pχq “ χ ˝ρ [3, Theorem 24.38]. A sequence
of compact abelian groups G1
φ
֌ G2
ψ
։ G3 is exact if and only if G
_
3
ψ_
֌ G_2
φ_
։ G_3 is an
exact of discrete abelian groups [7, Theorem 2.1]. A compact abelian group G is totally
disconnectedô dimG“ 0ôG_ is torsionô dimpQbG_q “ 0 [4, Corollary 8.5].
Finite rank torsion-free abelian groups A and B are quasi-isomorphic if there is f : AÑ B,
g : BÑ A, and 0 ‰ n P Z such that f g “ n ¨ 1B and g f “ n ¨ 1A. By [1, Corollary 7.7], A
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and B are quasi-isomorphic if and only if there is a monomorphism h : AÑ B such that
A{ f pBq is finite. It follows by Pontryagin duality that A and B are quasi-isomorphic if and
only if there is a surjective morphism h_ : B_Ñ A_ with finite kernel. This is exactly the
definition of isogeny between finite-dimensional protori: G and H are isogenous if there is
a surjective morphism GÑ H with finite kernel. As is evident from the definition, quasi-
isomorphism of torsion-free groups is an equivalence relation, whence isogeny of protori
is an equivalence relation.
For reasons we do not delve into here, the definition of isogeny between profinite abelian
groups is slightly different from that of isogeny between protori. Profinite abelian groups
D and E are isogenous if there are morphisms f : DÑ E and g : EÑD such that E{ f pDq
and D{gpEq are bounded torsion groups. In the setting of finite-dimensional protori, the
profinite abelian groups that emerge are always finitely generated, so this definition is
equivalent to the stipulation that E{ f pDq and D{gpEq are finite for morphisms f and g
[8, Lemma 4.3.7]. It is evident from the symmetry of the definition that isogeny between
profinite abelian groups is an equivalence relation. Proceeding strictly according to Pon-
tryagin duality, one would conclude that torsion abelian groups A and B be defined as
quasi-isomorphic if there are morphisms h : AÑ B and k : BÑ A such that B{hpAq and
A{kpBq are bounded torsion groups; this is, in fact, the definition for quasi-isomorphism
between torsion abelian groups: see, for example, [1, Proposition 1.8].
3. PROFINITE THEORY
The development of a structure theory for protori is very much dependent on the theory of
profinite abelian groups. The profinite theory developed in this section is derived in large
part from the standard reference for profinite theory, namely Ribes and Zaleeskii [8]. The
content comprises a separate section because of the unique nature of the requisite theory.
We begin by showing that the additivity of dimension for vector spaces also holds for
compact abelian groups.
Lemma 3.1. If 0ÑG1 Ñ G2 ÑG3 Ñ 0 is an exact sequence of finite-dimensional com-
pact abelian groups, then dimG2 “ dimG1`dimG3.
Proof. The exactness of 0Ñ G1 Ñ G2 Ñ G3 Ñ 0 implies the exactness of 0Ñ G
_
3 Ñ
G_2 ÑG
_
1 Ñ 0 and this implies the exactness of 0ÑQbG
_
3 ÑQbG
_
2 ÑQbG
_
1 Ñ 0
because Q is torsion-free [2, Theorem 8.3.5]. But this is an exact sequence of Q-vector
spaces and hence dimQpQbG2q “ dimQpQbG3q` dimQpQbG1q. This establishes the
claim because, in general dimG“ dimQQbG
_ by [4, Theorem 8.22] for dimGě 1 and
dimG“ 0ô dimpQbG_q “ 0. 
Fix n P Z. Denote by µn the multiplication-by-nmap AÑ A for an abelian group A, given
by µnpaq “ na for a P A.
Lemma 3.2. µn : GÑG, 0‰ n P Z, is an isogeny for a finite-dimensional protorus G.
Proof. µn is a surjective morphism because G is a divisible abelian topological group, so
the adjoint µ_n : G
_ÑG_ is injective, whence rG_ : µ_n pG
_qs is finite by [1, Proposition
6.1.(a)]. It follows that kerµn is finite and µn is an isogeny. 
A profinite group ∆ is a compact totally disconnected group or, equivalently, an inverse
limit of finite groups [4, Theorem 1.34]. A profinite group is either finite or uncountable
[8, Proposition 2.3.1]. A profinite group is finitely generated if it is the topological closure
of a finitely generated subgroup. The profinite integers pZ is defined as the inverse limit of
cyclic groups of order n; pZ is topologically isomorphic to ś
pPP
pZp, where pZp denotes the p-
adic integers and P is the set of prime numbers [8, Example 2.3.11]; also, pZ is topologically
isomorphic to the profinite completion of Z [8, Example 2.1.6.(2)]; so pZm is topologically
finitely generated, 0ď m P Z.
For a finite-dimensional protorusG, the Resolution Theorem for Compact Abelian Groups
states that G contains a profinite subgroup ∆ such that G –t
∆ˆLpGq
Γ
where Γ is a discrete
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subgroup of ∆ˆLpGq and G{∆ –t T
dimG [4, Theorems 8.20 and 8.22]. In this case, the
exact sequence ∆֌ G։ TdimG dualizes to ZdimG֌ G_ ։ ∆_ where, without loss of
generality, G_ Ď QdimG so that ∆_ – G
_
ZdimG
Ď Q
dimG
ZdimG
– pQ
Z
qdimG, whence by duality there
is an epimorphism pZdimG։ ∆, because pZ–t pQZ q_ [8, Example 2.9.5]; it follows by con-
tinuity that ∆ is a finitely generated profinite abelian group. Thus, in the setting of finite-
dimensional protori, the profinite groups of the Resolution Theorem are simultaneously
finitely generated profinite abelian groups and finitely generated profinite pZ-modules.
Lemma 3.3. The algebraic structure of a finitely generated profinite abelian group uniquely
determines its topological structure.
Proof. A profinite group has a neighborhood basis at 0 consisting of open (whence closed)
subgroups [4, Theorem 1.34]. A subgroup of a finitely generated profinite abelian group is
open if and only if it has finite index [8, Lemma 2.1.2, Proposition 4.2.5]. It follows that
finitely generated profinite abelian groups are topologically isomorphic if and only if they
are isomorphic as abelian groups. 
As a result of Lemma 3.3 we usually write – in place of –t when working with finitely
generated profinite abelian groups.
Set Zpprq “
def Z
prZ
for 0 ď r P Z. We introduce the notation pZppnq “def Zppnq if n ă 8 and
pZpp8q “def pZp for p P P. With the conventions p8pZp “def 0 and p8pZ“def ś
p‰qPP
pZq, we see that
pnpZ“ pnpZpˆ ś
p‰qPP
pZq and pZ
pnpZ –
pZppnq for p P P and 0ď n P ZYt8u.
Lemma 3.4. A finitely generated profinite abelian group is isomorphic to
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pZpprpp jqq
for some 0ď rpp jq P ZYt8u, p P P, 1ď j ď m.
Proof. [8, Theorem 4.3.5, 4.3.6]. 
Proposition 3.5. A finitely generated profinite abelian group is isomorphic to
∆“
mź
j“1
ź
pPP
pZpprpp jqq for some 0ď rpp jq P ZYt8u,
p P P, 1ď j ď m, where rpp jq ě rppkq ô j ď k, and rqpmq ą 0 for some q P P.
Proof. Fix a representation as in Lemma 3.4. The representation is indexed by t1, . . . ,muˆ
P. With regard to uniqueness up to isomorphism, there is no significance to the order of
the factors pZpprpp jqq appearing. As long as the exact same aggregate list of rpp jq appears
in an alternative representation, the associated group will be isomorphic to the one given.
For each p P P we rearrange the m exponents rpp1q, . . . , rppmq into descending order and
relabel the ordered exponents spp1q, . . . ,sppmq: trpp1q, . . . , rppmqu “ tspp1q, . . . ,sppmqu
and spp1q ě spp2q ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě sppmq. If, after applying this ordering for each p P P, we get
rppmq “ 0 for all p P P, then we remove all pZpprppmqq for p P P, and reduce the value of
m accordingly. We repeat this weaning process right-to-left, so it terminates in a finite
number of steps because 1ď m P Z. In this way we see that, without loss of generality, m
is minimal for a representation with the given characteristics. 
Define the standard representation of a finitely generated profinite abelian group to be
the ∆ of Proposition 3.5 to which it is isomorphic. We introduce the notation ∆ j “ś
pPP
pZpprpp jqq, 1ď j ď m, and ∆p “
mś
j“1
pZpprpp jqq, p P P.
Let D be a finitely generated profinite abelian group with standard representation ∆ as in
Proposition 3.5. Define the non-Archimedean width of D to be widthnAD“
def
m. Define the
non-Archimedean dimension of D to be dimnAD“
def
|t j P t1, . . . ,mu : ∆ j is infiniteu|.
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Corollary 3.6. Non-Archimedean dimension of finitely generated profinite abelian groups
is well-defined.
Proof. Isomorphic finitely generated profinite abelian groups have the same standard rep-
resentation given by Proposition 3.5. 
Corollary 3.7. Set ∆“
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pZpprpp jqq. Let k “ pα11 ¨ ¨ ¨ pαℓℓ P Z where p1, . . . , pℓ P P are
distinct and 0ă ℓ,α1, . . . ,αℓ P Z. Then
∆
k∆
– pZppmintrp1 ,α1u1 qˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ pZppmintrpℓ ,αℓuℓ q.
In particular,
pZp
pnpZp – Zpp
nq for 0ď n P Z.
Proof. Scalar multiplication Zˆ∆Ñ ∆ is componentwise: if x“ px1, . . . ,xmq P ∆, where
x j “ px jpqpPP , then kx “ pkx1, . . . ,kxmq where the scalar multiplication in each coordinate
is given by kx j “ pkx jpqpPP , applying the usual scalar multiplications for
pZp and Zpprq.
A profinite abelian group has a unique p-Sylow subgroup, p P P, and is the product of its
p-Sylow subgroups [8, Proposition 2.3.8]. Let 0 ď n P Z and fix p P P. If q is relatively
prime to p, then qnpZp “ pZp and qnpZpprq “ pZpprq, so the only nonzero p-Sylow factors of
the profinite group ∆
k∆
correspond to primes p|k.
If rpp jq ă 8, then p
npZpprpp jqq “ pZppmaxtrpp jq´n,0uq so pZpprpp jqq
pnpZpprpp jqq –
pZppmintrpp jq,nuq. If
rpp jq “ 8, then p
npZpprpp jqq “ pnpZp so pZpprpp jqq
pnpZpprpp jqq –
pZppnq “ pZppmintrpp jq,nuq. 
A supernatural number is a formal product n“
ś
pPP
pnp where 0ď np PZ or np“8 for p P
P [8, Section 2.3]. Let S denote the set of all supernatural numbers. A supernatural vector
is any n˜“ pn1, . . . ,nmq P S
m, 0ď m P Z. Set 1“
def
ś
pPP
p0 P S and 1˜“
def
p1,1, . . . ,1q P Sm. Fix
a finitely generated profinite abelian group ∆“
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pZpprpp jqq as in Proposition 3.5. We
write ∆pnq “
def
ś
pPP
pZppnpq for n P S and ∆pn˜q “def mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pZppn jpq for n˜ P Sm. Similarly, we
introduce the notation Kpnq “
def
ś
pPP
pnppZp for n P S and Kpn˜q “def
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pn jppZp for n˜ P Sm.
Set r ¨n“
def
ś
pPP
prp`np for r,n P S, where k`8“8`k“8 for 0ď kď8. Set r ¨ n˜“
def
pr ¨
n1, . . . ,r ¨nmq and set r ¨Kpn˜q “
def
Kpr ¨ n˜q for r P S, n˜ P Sm. Write ră8 if rp ă8 for p P P.
Corollary 3.8. A finitely generated profinite abelian group ∆ is isomorphic to ∆pn˜q for
some n˜ P Sm, m“ widthnA ∆. If ră8, r P S, then the following sequence is exact:
r ¨Kpn˜q֌ r ¨ pZm։ ∆pn˜q.
Proof. Proposition 3.5 gives that a finitely generated profinite abelian group is isomorphic
to ∆pn˜q for some n˜ P Sm with m minimal. For each p P P, Kpn˜q “def
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pn jppZp has p-
Sylow subgroup isomorphic to a product ofm or less copies of the p-adic integers, so Kpn˜q
is torsion free [3, Theorem 25.8]. By Corollary 3.7,
pZ
prpZ –
pZpprq for 0 ď n P ZYt8u.
Thus,
pZm
Kpn˜q “
pZm
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
p
n jp pZp
–
mś
j“1
pZś
pPP
p
n jp pZp –
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pZp
ś
pPP
p
n jp pZp –
mś
j“1
ś
pPP
pZp
p
n jp pZp “ ∆pn˜q. With
pZm “ Kp1˜q and prpZp – pZp for 0ď r P Z, the result follows. 
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4. STRUCTURE OF PROTORI
For a torus-free protorus G with profinite subgroup ∆ inducing a torus quotient, we have
by [4, Corollary 8.47] an accompanying injective morphism expG : LpGq Ñ G given by
expGprq “ rp1q. Set
‚ Z∆ “
def
∆X expLpGq,
‚ Γ∆ “
def
tpα,´exp-1G αq : α P Z∆u,
‚ pi∆ : ∆ˆLpGq Ñ ∆, the projection map onto ∆,
‚ piR : ∆ˆLpGq Ñ LpGq, the projection map onto LpGq.
Then pi∆pΓ∆q“Z∆ and piRpΓ∆q“ exp
-1Z∆ by theResolution Theorem for Compact Abelian
Groups [4, Theorem 8.20].
Lemma 4.1. If ∆ is a profinite subgroup of a torus-free finite-dimensional protorus G
such that G{∆–tT
dimG, then ϕ∆ : ∆ˆLpGq Ñ G, given by ϕ∆pα,rq “ α ` expr, satisfies
kerϕ∆ –t Z
dimG.
Proof. By [4, Theorem 8.20], kerϕ∆ “ Γ∆ and the projection piR : ∆ˆLpGq Ñ LpGq re-
stricts to a topological isomorphism piR|Γ∆ : Γ∆ Ñ exp
-1
G p∆q “ exp
-1Z∆, where expG is
injective because G is torus-free [4, Corollary 8.47]. Also, LpGq –t R
dimG by [4, Theorem
8.22 (5)ô(6)]. By [4, Theorem 8.22.(7)], Γ∆ is discrete, so Γ∆ –t exp
-1Z∆ –t Z
k for some
0 ď k ď dimG [4, Theorem A1.12]. But r∆ˆLpGqs{Γ∆ –t G is compact, so it follows
k “ dimG. Since ϕ∆ is a morphism, Γ∆ is closed. Thus, kerϕ∆ “ Γ∆ –t Z
dimG as discrete
groups. 
The next lemma identifies a simultaneously set-theoretic, topological, and algebraic prop-
erty unique to profinite subgroups in a protorus which induce tori quotients.
Lemma 4.2. If ∆ is a profinite subgroup of a torus-free finite-dimensional protorus G such
that G{∆–tT
dimG then Z∆ “ ∆ and Z∆ is closed in the subspace expLpGq.
Proof. By [4, Theorem 8.20] a profinite subgroup ∆ such thatG{∆ –t T
dimG always exists
and for such a ∆ we haveG–t G∆ “
def ∆ˆLpGq
Γ∆
where Γ∆ “ tpexpr,´rq : r PLpGq,expr P ∆u
is a free abelian group and rankΓ∆ “ dimG“ rank r∆X expLpGqs by Lemma 4.1 and the
fact that exp is injective when G is torus-free [4, Corollary 8.47]. We have pi∆pΓ∆q “ Z∆ Ď
∆1 “
def
Z∆, so Γ∆ is a subgroup of ∆
1ˆLpGq. Because ∆֌ ∆ˆt0u`Γ∆
Γ∆
Ă G∆ is a topological
isomorphism onto its image, ∆1 ֌
∆1ˆt0u`Γ∆
Γ∆
Ă G∆ is as well. Since Γ∆ is discrete in
∆ˆLpGq [4, Theorem 8.20], it is discrete in ∆1ˆLpGq, so G∆1 “
def
r∆1ˆLpGqs{Γ∆ is a
Hausdorff subgroup of G∆. But p∆z∆
1q ˆLpGq is open in ∆ˆLpGq and the quotient
map q∆ : ∆ˆLpGq Ñ G∆ is an open map, so q∆rp∆z∆
1q ˆLpGqs “ rp∆z∆1q ˆLpGq `
Γ∆s{Γ∆ “ G∆zG∆1 , is open in G∆. It follows that G∆1 is a compact abelian subgroup of
G∆ and
G∆
G∆1
“ r∆ˆLpGqs{Γ∆
r∆1ˆLpGqs{Γ∆
–t
∆ˆLpGq
∆1ˆLpGq
–t
∆
∆1
by [3, Theorem 5.35]. So there is an exact
sequence G∆1 ֌ G∆ ։
∆
∆1
. Now dim∆ “ 0 ñ dimp∆{∆1q “ 0 and we know ∆{∆1 is
compact Hausdorff, so ∆{∆1 is totally disconnected [2, Corollary 7.72]. Thus, p∆{∆1q_
is torsion [4, Corollary 8.5]. By Pontryagin duality, p∆{∆1q_ embeds in the torsion-free
group G_∆ , whence p∆{∆
1q_ “ 0 and ∆“ ∆1 “ Z∆.
Lastly, if x lies in the closure of Z∆ in expLpGq under the (metric) subspace topology,
then x P expLpGq and x is the limit of a sequence of elements of Z∆. But ∆ is closed, so
x P ∆X expLpGq “ Z∆. This proves that Z∆ is closed in the subspace expLpGq. 
A lattice is a partially ordered set in which any two elements have a a greatest lower
bound, or meet, and least upper bound, or join. It follows that a lattice is directed upward
and directed downward as a poset.
Define LpGq “ t∆ĂG : 0‰ ∆ a profinite subgroup such thatG{∆ is a torusu for a protorus
G. If ∆1,∆2 P LpGq, then ∆1X∆2 is the greatest lower bound and ∆1`∆2 is the least upper
bound. We next prove a number of closure properties for LpGq; in particular we show that
LpGq is closed underX and `, so that LpGq is a lattice.
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Remark 4.3. Going forward, we will apply the following facts without further mention.
(i) By [4, Theorem 8.46.(iii)], a path-connected protorus is a torus. So, if a protorus G has
a closed subgroup D and G{D is the continuous image of a (path-connected) torus, then
automatically D P LpGq.
(ii) By (i) and Lemma 3.1, a profinite subgroup of a finite-dimensional torus is finite.
Proposition 4.4. For a torus-free protorus G, LpGq is a countable lattice underX for meet
and ` for join. LpGq is closed under:
(1) preimages via µn, 0‰ n P Z,
(2) finite extensions,
(3) scalar multiplication by nonzero integers,
(4) join (+), and
(5) meet (X).
Given any∆,∆1 PLpGq there exists 0ă k PZ such that k∆Ď∆1. If ∆1Ď∆, then r∆ : ∆1s ă8.
Proof. Each ∆ P LpGq corresponds via Pontryagin duality to a unique-up-to-isomorphism
torsion abelian quotient of X “ G_ by a free abelian subgroup Z∆ with rkZ∆ “ rkX . Be-
cause X is countable and there are countably many finite subsets of a countable set (corre-
sponding to bases of Z∆’s, counting one basis per Z∆), it follows that LpGq is countable.
(1): µn : GÑ G has finite kernel by Lemma 3.2 so its restriction µ
-1
n r∆s Ñ ∆ has finite
kernel for ∆ P LpGq. Since kerµn and ∆ P LpGq are 0-dimensional compact abelian groups,
it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the compact Hausdorff subgroup µ-1n r∆s is 0-dimensional,
whence profinite. Because the natural map G{∆ Ñ G{µ-1n r∆s is surjective and G{∆ is a
torus, it follows that G{µ-1n r∆s is path-connected, whence G{µ
-1
n r∆s is a torus [4, Theorem
8.46.(iii)] and µ-1n r∆s P LpGq.
(2) If ∆ P LpGq has index 1 ď m P Z in a subgroup D of G, then D is the sum of finitely
many copies of ∆, so D is compact. Thus, ∆ Ď D Ď µ-1m r∆s P LpGq by (1), D is profinite.
The natural morphism G{∆ÑG{D is surjective and G{∆ a torus, so D P LpGq.
(3) µ j |∆ : ∆ Ñ j∆ is surjective with finite kernel by Lemma 3.2, so j∆ is profinite. G is
divisible so µ j : GÑ G is surjective, thus inducing a surjective morphism
G
∆
Ñ G
j∆
. It
follows that j∆ P LpGq.
(4) Addition defines a surjective morphism ∆ˆ∆1 ։ ∆`∆1. By Lemma 3.1, it follows
that ∆ˆ∆1, whence ∆`∆1, is profinite. Because the natural map G
∆
Ñ G
∆`∆1
is surjective,
∆`∆1 P LpGq.
(5) The kernel of G
∆
։
G
∆`∆1
is ∆`∆
1
∆
, a 0-dimensional subgroup of G
∆
by Lemma 3.1. As
a 0-dimensional subgroup of a torus, ∆`∆
1
∆
– ∆
1
∆X∆1
is finite, so there is a nonzero integer
l such that l∆1 Ď ∆. Lemma 3.1 gives that ∆X∆1 is 0-dimensional, whence profinite. We
know that l∆1 P LpGq, so the natural map G
l∆1
Ñ G
∆X∆1
is a surjective morphism, whence
∆X∆1 P LpGq.
It follows from (4) and (5) that LpGq is a lattice. It remains to show that if ∆1 Ď ∆, then
r∆ : ∆1s ă8. Arguing as in (5), there exists 0ă k PZ such that k∆Ď ∆1. And ∆ is a finitely
generated profinite abelian group, so r∆ : ∆1s ď r∆ : k∆s ă 8 by Corollary 3.7. 
Corollary 4.5. Elements of LpGq are mutually isogenous in a torus-free protorus G.
Proof. Suppose that ∆1,∆2 P LpGq. We proved in Proposition 4.4 that there exist nonzero
integers k and l such that k∆1 Ď ∆2, l∆2 Ď ∆1, r∆2 : k∆1s ă 8, and r∆1 : l∆2s ă 8. The
multiplication-by-k and multiplication-by-lmorphisms thus exhibit an isogeny between ∆1
and ∆2. Hence, all elements of LpGq are mutually isogenous. 
Lemma 4.6. Non-Archimedean dimension of finitely generated profinite abelian groups is
invariant under isogeny.
Proof. If two such groups, say D and D1 are isogenous, then so are their standard repre-
sentations, say ∆D and ∆D1 , as in Proposition 3.5. Multiplying both groups by the same
sufficiently large integer, say N, produces isogenous groups ND and ND1 with standard
representations, say ∆pn˜q and ∆pn˜1q for some supernatural vectors n˜ and n˜1. If ∆pn˜q and
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∆pn˜1q have distinct non-Archimedean dimensions, then one will have an extra coordinate
k with factors pZppnkpq for infinitely many primes p (k fixed) and/or with one or more
copies of pZp (distinct p); evidently this is impossible if ∆pn˜q and ∆pn˜1q are isogenous
because supernatural vectors associated to standard representations of isogenous groups
can differ at only a finite number of primes in each coordinate. Thus, the definition
of non-Archimedean dimension and its preservation under multiplication by N give that
dimnAD“ dimnApNDq “ dimnA ∆pn˜q “ dimnA∆pn˜
1q “ dimnApND
1q “ dimnAD
1. 
Define the non-Archimedean dimension of a protorus G to be dimnAG“
def
dimnAp∆q for a
profinite subgroup ∆ of G for which G{∆ is a torus.
Corollary 4.7. Non-Archimedean dimension of protori is well-defined.
Proof. Profinite subgroups of a protorus G which induce tori quotients are isogenous by
Corollary 4.5, so the result follows by Lemma 4.6. 
A protorusG is factorable if there exist non-trivial protori G1 and G2 such that G–t G1ˆ
G2, and G is completely factorable if G –t
mś
i“1
Gi where dimGi “ 1, 1 ď i ď m. A result
by Mader and Schultz [6] has the surprising implication that the classification of finite-
dimensional protori up to topological isomorphism reduces to that of finite-dimensional
protori with no 1-dimensional factors.
Proposition 4.8. If D is a finitely generated profinite abelian group, then there is a com-
pletely factorable protorus G containing a closed subgroup ∆–D such that G{∆ is a torus.
Proof. First note that the finite cyclic group Zprq, 0 ă r P Z, is isomorphic to the closed
subgroup
p1{rqZ
Z
of the torus R
Z
, so it follows that
p1{rqZ
Z
is a profinite subgroup of R
Z
induc-
ing a torus quotient. Next, by Proposition 3.5 there is no loss of generality in assuming
D“ ∆pn˜q for some n˜ P Sm where ∆ jpn˜q ‰ 0 for 1 ď j ď m. If ∆ jpn˜q is finite then it must
be isomorphic to Zpr jq for some 0 ă r j P Z; in this case, set G j “
def R
Z
and E j “
def p1{r jqZ
Z
. If
∆ jpn˜q is not finite, then G j “
def r∆ jpn˜qˆRs{Zp1,1q is a solenoid (1-dimensional protorus)
containing a closed subgroup E j –t ∆ jpn˜q satisfying G j{E j –t T [3, Theorem 10.13]. It
follows that G“
def
G1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆGm is a finite-dimensional protorus containing the closed sub-
group ∆“
def
E1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆEm –t D and satisfying G{∆–t T
m. 
Corollary 4.9. If D is a finitely generated profinite abelian group withwidthnAD“ dimnAD,
then there is a completely factorable torus-free protorus G containing a closed subgroup
∆– D such that G{∆ is a torus.
Proof. In this case, no ∆ jpn˜q factor is finite cyclic in the proof of Proposition 4.8. 
A torsion-free abelian group is coreduced if it has no free summands; equivalently, its dual
has no torus factors. Next we show a protorus splits into three factors, each factor unique
up to topological isomorphism – a torsion-free factor (its dual is a rational vector space), a
maximal torus, and a protorus whose dual is both reduced and coreduced.
Lemma 4.10. A protorus K is topologically isomorphic to KQˆKTˆG where K
_
Q is a
rational vector space, KT is a torus, G
_ is a reduced and coreduced protorus, and each
factor of the decomposition is unique up to topological isomorphism.
Proof. [2, Theorem 4.2.5] gives that K_ “ K_Q ‘K
_
1 where KQ is a rational vector space,
K_1 is reduced, and each summand is unique up to isomorphism. By [2, Corollary 3.8.3],
K_1 “ Z‘R where Z is free abelian, R is both reduced and coreduced, and each summand
is unique up to isomorphism. It follows that K –t KQˆKTˆG where KT is a torus and G
is a protorus for which G_ is both reduced and coreduced. 
For a torus-free protorusG, set
‚ r∆G “def ř
∆PLpGq
∆Ă G,
‚ XG “
def
ř
∆PLpGq
Z∆,
‚ ΓG “
def
tpα,´exp-1G α : α P XGu.
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The next result establishes a universal resolution for a finite-dimensional torus-free pro-
torus G, and in the process exhibits a canonical dense subgroup which is algebraically
isomorphic to the finite rank torsion-free dual of G. Thus, a coreduced finite rank torsion-
free abelian group is isomorphic to a canonical dense subgroup of its Pontryagin dual.
Theorem 4.11. (Structure Theorem for Protori) A finite-dimensional protorus factors as
KQˆKTˆG where each factor is unique up to topological isomorphism, KQ is a maximal
torsion-free protorus, KT is a maximal torus, G is a torus-free protorus with no torsion-free
protorus factors, m“def dimGě dimnAG, and G has the following structure:
(1) LpGq“t∆ĂG:0‰ ∆ a profinite subgroup and G{∆ a torusu is a countable lattice,
(2) expLpGq – Rm, the path component of 0, is a dense divisible subgroup of G,
(3) r∆G “ Ť
∆PLpGq
∆ –
ś
pPP
rpQrpp ˆZpp8qdimnAG´rps for some 0ď rp ď dimnAG, p P P,
(4) torpGq –
À
pPP
Zpp8qdimnAG´rp is a dense subgroup of G contained in r∆G,
(5) Z∆ “ ∆X expLpGq is a dense rank-m free abelian subgroup of ∆ for ∆ P LpGq,
(6) XG “
Ť
∆PLpGq
Z∆ “ r∆GX expLpGq is a countable dense subgroup of G,
(7) G–t
r∆GˆLpGq
ΓG
where ΓG “ tpα,´exp
-1
G αq : α P XGu – XG,
(8) G–t limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
pG{∆q,
(9) XG –t limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
Z∆ – limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
pG{∆q_– G_,
(10) r∆G and expLpGq are incomplete metric subgroups of G, and
(11) dimnAGą 0 if and only if G‰ 0.
Proof. The first assertion is a reformulation of Lemma 4.10. KQ and KT are uniquely
determined up to topological isomorphism by their dimensions.
(1) LpGq is a countable lattice by Proposition 4.4, say LpGq “ t∆i : 0ď i P Zu.
(2) LpGq –t R
m by [4, Proposition 7.24]. Since G_ is reduced, G is torus-free. Hence,
exp: LpGq Ñ G is injective by [4, Corollary 8.47], whence expLpGq – Rm. The path
component of the identity in G is expLpGq by [4, Theorem 8.30] and expLpGq is dense by
[4, Theorem 8.20]. Divisibility of expLpGq follows from that of LpGq.
(3) Clearly,
Ť
∆PLpGq
∆ Ď
ř
∆PLpGq
∆ “ r∆G. Conversely, if x P r∆G, then x is in a finite sum of
elements of LpGq, whence x lies in a single element of LpGq, and thus x P
Ť
∆PLpGq
∆. Next
we show that r∆G is divisible. Let g P r∆G and p P P. Then g P ∆ for some ∆ P LpGq.
Also, µ-1p r∆s P LpGq by Proposition 4.4. G is divisible, so py“ g for some y P G, whence
y P µ-1p r∆s Ď r∆G. Since g and pwere arbitrary, it follows that r∆G is divisible. The displayed
algebraic structure of r∆G then follows, where rp is the p-adic rank of G, p P P.
(4) It suffices to show that G{r∆G is torsion-free. Suppose that g P G and pg P r∆G for some
prime p. Then pg P ∆ for some ∆ P LpGq, whence g P µ-1p p∆q P LpGq Ď r∆G, as desired. G_
is reduced so torpGq is dense in G by [4, Corollary 8.9.(ii)].
(5) Fix ∆ P LpGq. The rank of Z∆ is m“ dimG by Lemma 4.1 and Z∆ “ ∆ by Lemma 4.2.
(6) XG “
ř
∆PLpGq
Z∆ where Z∆ “ ∆ for each ∆ P LpGq by Lemma 4.2. Define a partial order
ă on MpGq “
def
tZ∆ : ∆ P LpGqu by Z∆1 ă Z∆2 ô ∆1 Ď ∆2. Set Z∆1 ^Z∆2 “
def
Z∆1X∆2 . Then
Z∆1 ^Z∆2 “ p∆1 X ∆2q X expLpGq “ r∆1X expLpGqs X r∆2 X expLpGqs “ Z∆1 XZ∆2 .
Set Z∆1 _Z∆2 “
def
Z∆1`∆2 . If Z∆1 ă Z∆3 and Z∆2 ă Z∆3 , then ∆1 Ď ∆3 and ∆2 Ď ∆3, so
∆1`∆2Ď ∆3, whence Z∆1_Z∆2 ă Z∆3 . Also, Z∆1_pZ∆2_Z∆3q “ pZ∆1_Z∆2q_Z∆3 for
∆1,∆2,∆3 P LpGq. Thus, join on MpGq is well-defined. It follows that MpGq is a lattice.
In particular, r∆G “ Ť
∆PLpGq
∆ implies that XG “
Ť
∆PLpGq
Z∆. Next, XG “ r∆G X expLpGq: if
z P XG then z P Z∆ “ ∆X expLpGq for some ∆ P LpGq, so z P r∆GX expLpGq; conversely,
if z P r∆GX expLpGq, then z P ∆ for some ∆ P LpGq, whence z P ∆X expLpGq “ Z∆ Ă XG.
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Lastly, r∆G “ Ť
∆PLpGq
∆ is dense in G by (4) and XG is the union over the countable set LpGq
of free abelian subgroups Z∆ with Z∆ “ ∆, so XG is a countable dense subgroup of G.
(7) For each ∆ P LpGq, there is an exact sequence Z∆
η∆
֌ ∆ˆLpGq
ϕ∆
։ G where η∆pαq “
pα,´exp-1 αq and ϕ∆pα,rq “ α` expr. In particular, ηpZ∆q “ Γ∆ “
def
kerϕ∆ is a discrete
subgroup of ∆ˆLpGq, although Z∆ is not closed in G. One checks that a subset U is
open in the subspace r∆G if and only if U X∆ is open in ∆ for all ∆ P LpGq, and that V
is open in the subspace XG if and only if V XZ∆ is open in Z∆ for all Z∆ P MpGq; in
other words, the subspace topology on r∆G is the final topology coherent with LpGq, and
the subspace topology on XG is the final topology coherent with MpGq. The elements of
LpGq are directed upward because LpGq is a lattice, so the products ∆ˆLpGq are directed
upward as well. Thus,
tZ∆ : ∆ P LpGqu
tη∆ : ∆PLpGqu
֌ t∆ˆLpGq : ∆ P LpGqu
tϕ∆ : ∆PLpGqu
։ tG : ∆ P LpGqu
is a short exact sequence of direct systems of abelian groups. By [2, Theorem 2.4.6],
we get an exact sequence limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
Z∆ ֌ limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
r∆ˆLpGqs ։ G of groups. So (3), (6),
and the realization of the subspace topologies on r∆G and XG as final topologies, each
consistent with the respective topology on the direct limit in the category of topological
spaces, imply that XG
η
֌ r∆GˆLpGq ϕ։ G, where ηpαq “ pα,´exp-1 αq and ϕpα,rq “
α`expr, is both a sequence of topological spaces and an exact sequence of groups where,
in accordance with the topology on r∆GˆLpGq induced by the final topology on r∆G, the
map ϕ is continuous because each restriction ∆ˆLpGq։ G is continuous, and kerϕ “
ΓG “ ηpXGq closed implies η is a closed embedding. Thus, XG
η
֌ r∆GˆLpGq ϕ։ G is an
exact sequence of topological groups (though we will soon see that XG is not closed in G).
(8) As a lattice, the elements of LpGq are directed downward. For each iě 0 the sequence
∆i ֌ G։
G
∆ i
is exact. Inclusions induce surjective bonding maps fi j : G{∆ j ։ G{∆i,
where iď j if and only if ∆ j Ď ∆i. Because
Ş
∆PLpGq
∆“ 0 [4, Corollary 8.18], we conclude
that limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
∆“ 0, limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
pG{∆q–t G, and the limit maps fi : GÑG{∆i, satisfying fi “ fi j ˝ f j
when ∆ j Ď ∆i, are the quotient maps q∆i : G։ G{∆i, 0 ď i P Z [4, Proposition 1.33.(ii)].
(9) The exact sequence of inverse systems of compact abelian groups
t∆ : ∆ P LpGqu
tincl : ∆PLpGqu
֌ tG : ∆ P LpGqu
tq∆ : ∆PLpGqu
։ tG{∆ : ∆ P LpGqu
effects the exact sequence 0Ñ lim
ÐÝ
∆PLpGq
∆Ñ lim
ÐÝ
∆PLpGq
GÑ lim
ÐÝ
∆PLpGq
G
∆
because the inverse limit func-
tor is left exact. Computing limits, we get 0Ñ 0Ñ GÑ G is exact. Because fi “ q∆i ,
i ě 0, it follows by definition of the inverse limit that the morphism GÑ G on the right
is surjective. Thus, in fact, limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
∆֌ limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
G։ limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
G
∆
is an exact sequence of inverse
limits. Dualizing, we get an exact sequence p limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
G
∆
q_֌ p limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
Gq_ ։ p limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
∆q_, or
equivalently, p limÐÝ
∆PLpGq
G
∆
q_֌ G_ ։ 0_. The dual of an inverse limit of compact abelian
groups is the direct limit of the duals by [5, Chapter II, (20.8)], so we get the exact se-
quence limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
pG
∆
q_֌ G_ ։ 0. The correspondences Z∆ Ø ∆ Ø ∆ Ø p
G
∆
q_ define bi-
jections between the partial orders MpGq, ă LpGq,Ďą, ă LpGq,Ěą, and, via Pontryagin
duality, a countable collection of discrete free abelian groups pG{∆q_ with rank equal to
dimG. Because the latter two bijective correspondences compose to form a single order
isomorphism, we conclude that XG –t limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
Z∆ – limÝÑ
∆PLpGq
pG{∆q_ – G_, as desired.
(10) The result is vacuously true when G “ 0. Assume G ‰ 0. The path component of 0,
namely expLpGq, is a proper subgroup because G is torus-free. Thus, expLpGq is dense,
but not closed, in G, and hence is an incomplete metric subgroup with completion G.
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To show that r∆G is an incomplete metric subgroup with completion G, it suffices by (4) to
show that r∆G is not closed. Suppose on the contrary that r∆G is closed. Then the second iso-
morphism theorem applies [3, Theorem 5.33]: Gr∆G “
r∆G`expLpGqr∆G –t
expLpGq
r∆GXexpLpGq “
expLpGq
XG
so XG is closed in expLpGq, whence (9) implies that exp
-1XG – XG – G
_ is closed in
LpGq. By [4, Theorem A1.12], exp-1XG is the direct sum of a free abelian group and a real
vector space. But G_ has no free summands, so XG is isomorphic to the additive subgroup
of a nontrivial real vector space, contradicting the fact that XG is countable.
(11) Finally, in an exact sequence ∆֌ H ։ Tm where H is an m-dimensional protorus
with profinite subgroup ∆ inducing a torus quotient, 0 “ dimnAH “ dimnA∆ ô ∆ is finite
ôH is isogenous to a torusô H is a torus. Because G has no torus factors, it follows that
dimnAGą 0ôG‰ 0. 
Define the universal resolution of a torus-free finite-dimensional protorusG to be
r∆GˆLpGq
ΓG
.
The factors of the product r∆Gˆ expLpGq are neither locally compact nor complete; how-
ever, the canonical nature of the exact sequence XG
diag
֌ r∆Gˆ expLpGq `։ G suggests thatr∆Gˆ expLpGq is a natural candidate for a universal covering group of G.
5. MORPHISMS OF PROTORI
Protori structure in place, several results dealing with morphisms of protori follow.
Lemma 5.1. A morphism f∆ : ∆G Ñ ∆H with f pZ∆Gq “ Z∆H for some torus-free protori
G, H and ∆G P LpGq, ∆H P LpHq extends to an epimorphism f : GÑ H.
Proof. The morphism ϕG : ∆GˆLpGqÑG of the Resolution Theorem is an open map and
Z∆G –t exp
-1
G r∆s –t kerϕG. Let V –t R
k, 0 ď k P Z, denote a real vector space satisfying
LpGq “ spanRpexp
-1
G r∆sq‘V . Then G Ě ϕGp∆GˆVq –t ∆GˆV . The compactness of G
implies k “ 0, so exp-1G rZ∆s “ exp
-1
G r∆s spans LpGq.
Continuity of f∆ with f pZ∆Gq“Z∆H ensures that f∆ is surjective and dimRLpGq“ rkZ∆G ě
rkZ∆H “ dimRLpHq. Define fR : LpGq Ñ LpHq by setting fRpexp
-1
G pzqq “ exp
-1
H p f pzqq
for z P Z∆G and extending R-linearly. Then f∆ˆ fR : ∆GˆLpGq Ñ ∆H ˆLpHq is an epi-
morphism with p f∆ˆ fRqpΓGq “ ΓH , so f∆ˆ fR induces an epimorphism f˜ :
∆GˆLpGq
ΓG
Ñ
∆HˆLpHq
ΓH
and f˜ in turn induces an epimorphism of protori f : GÑH with f |∆G“ f∆. 
A projective resolution of a protorusG“G0 is an exact sequence K֌ P։G where P is
a torsion-free protorus and K is a torsion-free profinite group: [4, Definitions 8.80].
Corollary 5.2. A protorus has a projective resolution.
Proof. LetG be a protorus and set r“ dimG. By the Resolution Theorem,G has a profinite
subgroup inducing a torus quotient, which we can take without loss of generality to be
∆pn˜q for some n˜ P Sm, m“ widthnA∆pn˜q. Identifying Z
r in the natural way as a subgroup
of pZr, an isomorphism of free abelian groups Zr Ñ Z∆pn˜q extends by continuity to an
epimorphism f∆ : pZr։∆pn˜q, thus inducing an exact sequence K֌ pZr։∆pn˜q where K is
torsion-free profinite. We have ppZrˆRrq{diagpZrq–t PpGq “def pQbG_q_. By Lemma 5.1,
f∆ induces a projective resolution K֌ rpZrˆLpPpGqqs{ΓPpGq։ r∆pn˜qˆLpGqs{ΓG. 
A completely decomposable group is a torsion-free abelian group isomorphic to the dual
of a completely factorable protorus. An almost completely decomposable (ACD) group is
a torsion-free abelian group quasi-isomorphic to a completely decomposable group.
Corollary 5.3. If G is a protorus with dimG“ dimnAG, then G
_ is an ACD group.
Proof. Let ∆G P LpGq. Multiplying ∆G by a sufficiently large N PZ effects widthnAN∆G “
dimnAN∆G. Since NG “ G, we can assume without loss of generality that widthnA∆G “
dimnA∆G “ dimG. Let ∆H denote the standard representation ∆G and ψ : ∆G Ñ ∆H an
isomorphism with ψpZ∆Gq “ Z∆H “
def
Ze1‘¨¨ ¨‘ZedimG where te1, . . . ,edimGu is the stan-
dard basis of ∆H as a pZ-module. By Corollary 4.9 there is a completely factorable pro-
torus H with dimH “ dimG and ∆H P LpHq
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pψ : GÑ H extending ψ . Symmetrically, there is an epimorphism pη : H Ñ G extending
η “def ψ-1 : ∆H Ñ ∆G. It follows that pψ_ : H_ Ñ G_ and pη_ : G_ Ñ H_ are monomor-
phisms. By [1, Corollary 6.2.(d)], G_ and H_ are quasi-isomorphic. It follows that H_ is
completely decomposable and G_ is an ACD group. 
Remark 5.4. L is a functor between the categories of topological abelian groups and real
topological vector spaces [4, Corollary 7.37]: for a morphism f : GÑ H of topological
abelian groups, the map Lp f q : LpGq Ñ LpHq given by Lp f qprq “ f ˝ r is a morphism of
real topological vector spaces satisfying expH ˝ Lp f q “ f ˝ expG.
Proposition 5.5. A morphism GÑH between torus-free protori restricts to maps between
subgroups r∆GÑ r∆H , expGLpGq Ñ expH LpHq, and XG Ñ XH .
Proof. LetD be a profinite subgroup of G. If ∆ P LpGq, then ∆`D is profinite because it is
compact and 0-dimensional: the addition map ∆ˆD։∆`D is a continuous epimorphism
and the kernel K is closed (whence profinite), so we get an exact sequence K ֌ ∆ˆ
D։ ∆`D, whence dimp∆`Dq “ dimp∆ˆDq´dimK “ dim∆`dimD´dimK “ 0 by
Lemma 3.1. The natural map G{∆ Ñ G{p∆`Dq is surjective, so ∆`D P LpGq. Hence,
D Ď ∆`D Ď r∆G. We conclude that r∆G “řtD : D a profinite subgroup of Gu; similarly
for r∆H . In particular, r∆G contains all profinite subgroups of G; similarly for r∆H .
Let f denote a morphism GÑ H. If ∆ P LpGq, then K “ ker f X∆ is profinite, so ∆{K –t
f p∆q is profinite. Thus, f p∆q Ď r∆H . It follows that f pr∆Gq Ď r∆H . Also, expH ˝ Lp f q “
f ˝ expG implies that f rexpGLpGqs Ď expH LpHq. Lastly, Theorem 4.11.(6) gives that
f pXGq “ f pr∆GX expGLpGqq Ď f pr∆GqX f pexpGLpGqq Ď r∆H X expH LpHq “ XH . 
Proposition 5.6. For a morphism f : GÑ H of torus-free protori there exist ∆G P LpGq,
∆H P LpHq such that f lifts to a product map f |∆G ˆ Lp f q : ∆GˆLpGq Ñ ∆H ˆLpHq .
Proof. Let ∆G PLpGq. By Proposition 5.5, f pr∆Gq Ď r∆H . By Theorem 4.11, r∆H “ Ť
∆PLpHq
∆.
Each ∆ P LpHq is open in r∆H because the intersection of any two elements of LpHq is an
element of LpHqwith finite index in any other element of LpHq containing it [8, Proposition
2.1.2]. By Proposition 5.5, f p∆Gq Ď r∆H . Because f p∆Gq is compact and the elements of
LpHq are open in r∆H , there are finitely many elements of LpHqwhich cover f p∆Gq; let ∆H P
LpHq denote the sum of these elements. Then f p∆Gq Ď ∆H . Since expH ˝ Lp f q “ f ˝expG,
it follows that f |∆G ˆ Lp f q : ∆GˆLpGq Ñ ∆H ˆLpHq is a lifting of f : GÑ H. 
A morphism of torus-free protori lifts to a morphism between their universal covers:
Theorem 5.7. (Structure Theorem for Morphisms) A morphism f : GÑ H of torus-free
protori lifts to a product map f |r∆ˆ f |expL : r∆Gˆ expGLpGq Ñ r∆H ˆ expH LpHq.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.6 because r∆G “ ř
∆PLpGq
∆. 
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